
Our growing company is looking to fill the role of director data. We appreciate
you taking the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply for the
position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered
depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for director data

Integrate the global data science team into CA’s mainstream business
decision processes
Understand the value of CME IP, value to client’s products and services in the
industry, and those products to CME ecosystem at an expert level
Engaging appropriate market data/business management contacts at each
client and prospect, detailing expectations around usage and managing the
completion of Scope of Use documents by the client
Thoughtfully evaluate scope of use as given by client and drive to
understanding full use/value of CME IP by customer and strategically develop
licensing policies
Propose appropriate licensing expectations, explain resulting fees policies
and execute intricate contract negotiations with MD to C-Level
Represent changes to contracts and licenses with CME Legal, including
approving changes to terms and other items within established boundaries
Effectively lead, train and manage US Derived Data Team
Supply insights, opinions, and influence the direction of licensing policies and
procedures to maintain industry forward position on licensing topics
Work with and develop relationships with other business units globally to
effectively provide leadership around regulatory topics of specific regions as
related to derived data usage key
Create and own roadmap for real time data products and socialize it with
internal and external stakeholders
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In depth knowledge of data management strategies, processes and
operations
10+ years of experience working Financial data (SOX, PCI, Gramm leach
bliley)
Strong understanding of essential regulatory and legal guidelines and laws in
regard to Personal Health Information (PHI), HIPAA, PCI, SOX and company
confidential information
Expert level of SAS, SQL required
Use big data and unstructured data to extract, test, hypothesize and provide
meaningful insights
Champion the use of insights and attribution across iProspect’s client
portfolio to drive data driven business decisions


